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1. fast faster fastest

2. quickly more quickly most quickly

3. sadly

4. intelligently

5. fearfully

6. rapidly

7. patiently

8. kindly

9. wisely

10. soon

11. recently

12. bravely

13. frequently

14. galdy

15. nervously

16. lately

Name:__________________________________

Just like adjectives, adverbs can have comparative forms. These are 
used to compare two or more actions. Example: The red car goes fast. 
The blue car goes faster. The yellow car goes fastest of all. Adverbs that end in –ly  
need an extra modifier to help them make these forms: The red car moved quickly.  
The blue car moved more quickly. The yellow car moved most quickly of all.  
Complete the chart with the correct comparative adverb forms. 

Comparative Adverbs
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1. fast faster fastest

2. quickly more quickly most quickly

3. sadly more sadly most sadly

4. intelligently more intelligently most intelligently

5. fearfully more fearfully most fearfully

6. rapidly more rapidly most rapidly

7. patiently more patiently most patiently

8. angrily more angrily most angrily

9. wisely more wisely most wisely

10. soon sooner soonest

11. recently more recently most recently

12. bravely more bravely most bravely

13. frequently more frequently most frequently

14. gladly more gladly most gladly

15. nervously more nervously most nervously

16. famously more famously most famously

Name:______________________________

Just like adjectives, adverbs can have comparative forms. These are 
used to compare two or more actions. Example: The red car goes fast. 
The blue car goes faster. The yellow car goes fastest of all. Many adverbs that end in –ly  
need an extra modifier to help them make these forms: The red car moved quickly.  
The blue car moved more quickly. The yellow car moved most quickly of all.  
Complete the chart with the correct comparative adverb forms. 

Comparative Adverbs
Key


